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why it matters: zoho has continued to tap its eco-system of legal products and services
to grow its offering. in december, it said it had added a crm , as well as an assistant-it-
business legal service. we start by cracking numbers and spaces. this usually requires

trying several values at once. a brute force password attack might first try all the
spaces. then it might try all the numbers. the order doesnt matter. we can express this

as: this basic strategy is still very effective. the risk of a brute force attack is low
because the passwords will be long and random. but to make this stronger, we can add

some non-numeric letters to our passphrase. the numbers and letters are no longer
random. they are the same for each password. but the combination of these two sets of
letters and numbers is a little more random. so if a hacker gets this first pass, then they
will be more likely to guess the second pass. peter starts by previewing the deals that

are coming. peter is the lead technology reporter, having previously reported on how to
make a case for investing in alibaba, its ipo and its afterthought ipo. theres no better

commentary on the tech sector than peter. his beta at leucadia was a signal to
investors, showing them what a visionary would have done with its well-managed stock.
he also covered csk in a way that blew many away. peter has also covered m&a at the
journal, including the creation of the term loan derivatives market. hollie has recently

returned to the san francisco bureau after a stint at the journal in boston, which
resulted in multiple m&a scoops, including the first-ever u.s. equity offering by virgin
galactic, an $87.4 million investment in the company by billionaire richard branson.
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